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Cloud Security: Are You Ready?
As more midsize organizations move into the cloud, security professionals may wonder why cloud security seems
difficult. More than likely, the real security challenge is the perceived loss of control. Numerous security
best practices plus improved security products and services now exist. This short paper takes a look at some
of the key elements and best practices for midsize enterprises looking to ensure security in their cloud
implementations.
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Introduction
The cloud offers organizations of all sizes and types numerous advantages in terms
of scalability, potential cost savings and innovative services that would likely be
prohibitive to build internally. As more midsize organizations move workloads into
cloud environments, security professionals may be wondering why cloud security
seems so difficult. Is it because the cloud is inherently less secure than other models
of computing?
More than likely, the real security challenge with cloud computing is the perceived
loss of control, including challenges with visibility into the provider environment and
possible incompatibility of security tools and controls in the cloud.
Fortunately, both cloud security tools and staff skills have evolved and there are
numerous security best practices for cloud service and delivery models, as well as
better and more capable security products and services of which organizations can take
advantage. This short paper takes a look at some of the key elements and best practices
for midsize enterprises looking to ensure security in their cloud implementations.
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Shared Responsibilities
In the age of cloud computing, more companies will adopt a shared responsibility
model for data and IT security. This means the cloud provider handles some aspects of
security and your organization handles some controls. Who handles what is critically
important to know before signing a contract! The nature of the shared responsibility
model will differ depending on the model in play, which may be SaaS, platform-as-aservice (PaaS) or infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS).
In SaaS models, for example, the consumer is responsible only for data, with the
provider responsible for the operating system, application and infrastructure. In PaaS
models, the consumer is responsible for data—that is, for the application layer—and
likely some application components.
In contrast, in the IaaS model, the consumer is responsible for all layers of security
in the cloud (also referred to as deployed assets), with the cloud service provider
responsible for only the underlying “plumbing,” or infrastructure (commonly referred to
as the security of the cloud).
It’s a guarantee that no cloud provider will take full ownership of all cyber security
controls and requirements. Some security issues will be on you, and it’s your
responsibility to know what you can and can’t control within the various cloud
environments in which you’ll be working. While this might be daunting for some
organizations, some specific guidelines and recommendations can help.

Compliance Obligation, Data Classification and Accountability
Almost all organizations must now deal with one or more compliance issues, which
means matching compliance requirements to cloud provider controls is critical.
Following the shared responsibility model, you’ll need to determine which controls
the provider will maintain and attest to and those you’re expected to implement and
maintain, as well as the available options for those. Be sure your provider has at least
SSAE 18 SOC 2 reports available, ideally along with ISO 27001 assessments, and can
meet specific compliance regulation controls needed to ensure your compliance in its
environment. If you are not yet familiar with SSAE 18, you can find more information
here: https://www.ssae-16.com/soc-1-report/the-ssae-18-audit-standard.
It’s also critical to know what types of data are going to the cloud and be able to control
that flow carefully. This can be especially difficult when users can sign up for cloud
services without the organization’s knowledge and many data loss prevention (DLP)
tools can’t cover cloud use from individual laptops or other endpoints. In these cases,
it makes sense to integrate a cloud access security broker (CASB) service that can track
cloud use, monitor user behavior and, ideally, prevent data loss or leakage.
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What you need to know before
embarking on a cloud-based
security project, in a nutshell:
1. K
 now what security aspects
you can—and cannot—control.
2. M
 ake sure your provider
provides compliance reports.
3. P
 rotect your endpoints and
automate when you can.
4. M
 anage access and use
strong authentication.
5. M
 ake security part of your
DevOps.
6. A
 rchitect and implement
cloud-specific network
monitoring and controls.
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Client and Endpoint Protection
Endpoints in the cloud will need the same level of protection as they would
internally. The most important controls to implement for cloud instances include
patching, configuration management and anti-malware capabilities. To scale in cloud
environments, implementations of these controls need to be highly automated and,
ideally, should align with your internal controls. It’s also critical to make sure that antimalware products are lightweight and don’t affect performance significantly.
For security teams, the best approach to take is to implement all configuration controls
and patches desired on a continuous basis, integrating these into a development and
deployment workflow. Anti-malware technology should be installed within the same
image. Once the image is approved, security teams will need to monitor the state of
deployed instances to ensure the controls meet the organization’s standards.
Any tools that can help unify endpoint and network security (covered shortly) should be
given preference by smaller organizations and teams, which will need to centralize and
simplify their security strategy wherever possible.

Identity and Access Management
The goal of identity management is to control access to computer resources,
applications, data and services, and its importance in the cloud is growing. Identity
management service providers can offer brokered identity access and translation/
federation services to a number of cloud provider environments. Many of these can
easily integrate into your existing on-premises directory services, such as Microsoft’s
Active Directory.
Authentication and authorization will change with a move from internal to external
assets and environments, too. Ideally, look for multifactor authentication support for
those products you are familiar with and ensure there are options for all types of users
and devices that will interact with your cloud environment or applications.
Many cloud providers can also provide robust identity and access control services that
align with your internal policies and standards. Be sure to look at single sign-on (SSO)
and federated access models to control access to SaaS applications in use, as these can
become unwieldy to manage over time if users have to authenticate to each individual
application. This can often lead to “orphaned” accounts in cloud services.

Application-Level Control
Cloud applications are exposed to every sort of security threat. The Cloud Security
Alliance (CSA) divides application security into different areas, including securing
the software development life cycle in the cloud; authentication, authorization and
compliance; identity management, application authorization management, application
monitoring, application penetration testing; and risk management.
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For cloud applications in general, it’s important that security becomes more embedded
in deployment pipelines with source code reviews, dynamic security testing with
scanning tools, and monitoring of user accounts, privilege use and encryption keys.
Once an application is running in the public cloud, it needs to be carefully scanned on
a regular basis, ideally using an integrated scanning platform that resides in the same
cloud environment.

Network Control
For hybrid cloud assets within the internal data center, very little changes for
network security controls and processes other than an increase in the use of
virtual appliances for firewalls, network intrusion detection and the like. Also, with
virtual and software-defined networking, ensure that you carefully define roles and
privileges for the virtualization, network, and security teams so that over-allocation
of privileges doesn’t occur.
For assets in the public cloud, implement a secure, dedicated connection using IPSec
or a cloud provider circuit between internal and external environments, and implement
any network access controls or intrusion detection via compatible products in the cloud
provider’s marketplace. Ideally, organizations can use the same products and vendors
they are using in-house, but additional operational resources and time may be needed
to architect and implement cloud-specific network monitoring and controls.
Unfortunately, there are many scenarios in which SaaS providers and other cloud
services won’t natively support secure connections and best-of-breed network intrusion
detection. And they may not support additional technologies like malware sandboxing
and network DLP for sensitive data either.
In these cases, and especially as your cloud use grows across more than one service,
cloud brokering services and network proxies can help to monitor and control network
traffic more effectively. Monitoring user behavior within SaaS accounts and dynamically
protecting data when needed can also make cloud-compatible gateways and services
vital for protecting users and data within services such as Office 365 and Salesforce.com.
Increasingly, employees are working remotely and while traveling. This means more
organizations are looking to facilitate safe and controlled access to their cloud services
from any system or location. You should employ a cloud network access platform or
cloud brokering service that integrates with providers to allow protection from both
your premises and end-user equipment in the field.
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Conclusion
The major security considerations for a cloud migration for any organization largely
revolve around secure data transfer, controlling and monitoring user activity, and having
compatibility and capabilities in the cloud from trusted security vendors and service
providers. These requirements apply equally to midsize organizations looking to start a
cloud project or make a more complete transition.
For organizations moving to a public cloud model, thoroughly review your existing
controls and processes before deploying the public cloud assets, if possible. This
will give you the opportunity to adequately protect the data involved and look for
equivalent security capabilities in public cloud environments. If you’re already using
cloud services, your emphasis should be on leveraging cloud security controls to
protect your users and data in the cloud and while people are using cloud services.
Finding security products and services that provide broad coverage of many control
areas can also help.
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